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CHAPTER ONE
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 HISTORY AND MEANING OF SIWES
The SIWES was established by the Federal government in 1973 on realizing the need to
introduce a different dimension so as to ensure that more quality and standard of education is
obtained in the country.
During its formative years, the ITF solely funded the scheme. As a result of increased rate of
financial involvement, it was withdrawn from the scheme in 1978. In 1979, the Federal
Government handed the scheme to both the National University Commission (NUC) and
National Board for Technical Education (NBTE). In November 1984, the government changed
the management and implementation of SIWES fund to ITF. It was effectively taken over by ITF
in July 1985 with the funding being solely borne by the Federal Government.
The Federal Government, ITF, the supervising agencies – NUC, NBTE, NCE (National Commission
for Colleges of Education), Employers of Labour, and the Institutions contribute one quarter in
the management of SIWES. Their various responsibilities are as follows:
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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
 To provide adequate funds to the ITF through the Federal Ministry of Industries.
 To make it mandatory for all ministries, companies and parastatals to offer places of
attachment for students in accordance with the provision of Decree No. 47 of 1971 as
amended in 1990.

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FUND
 Formulation of policies and guidelines on SIWES for distributions to all the SIWES
Participating bodies, institutions and companies involved in the scheme.
 Organizing programs for the students prior to their attachment on a regular basis.
 Supervise industrial attachment.
 Disburse supervisory and students allowance at the shortest possible time.
THE SUPERVISING AGENCIES
 Ensure the establishment and accreditation of SIWES units in institution under their
jurisdiction.
 Co‐ordinate the appointment of full‐time SIWES unit in all the institution.
 Ensure adequate funding of a SIWES unit in all the institutions of the Federation.
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The Students Industrial Work Experience Scheme (SIWES) is a skill training program, designed to
expose and prepare students of different tertiary institution to real life work/situation after
graduation.
The scheme exposes students to industrial based skills necessary for smooth transition from the
classroom to the world of work. It affords students of tertiary institution the opportunity of
being social and also exposed them to the needed experience in handling machinery and
equipment which are not available in the institution
1.1.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF SIWES
 To provide an avenue for students in tertiary institutions to acquire industrial skills
and experience in their course of study.
 To expose students to work methods and technique in handling equipment and
machineries that may not be available in the institution.
 To prepare students for the work situation that they are likely to meet after
graduation.
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 To provide students with the opportunity to apply their theoretical knowledge in
real work situation, thereby bridging the gap between the university work and the
actual work practices.
 To expose students to the latest developments and technological innovations in
their chosen professions.
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1.2 ABOUT THE ESTABLISHMENT
1.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF ASOKORO DISTRICT HOSPITAL, ABUJA (ADH)
Asokoro District Hospital,Abuja (ADH) is located at No.11 Julius Nyerere Crescent, off Yakubu
Gowon Crescent, Asokoro, Abuja.
This very government establishment is commissioned by His Excellency Chief Olusegun
Obasanjo, on 3rd December, 2001.
This is a Government owned Hospital with various wings and multi‐specialist dedicated to the
provision of quality, accessible and affordable health care services.
Asokoro District Hospital, Abuja is one hospital that provides quality services in medical areas
such as;
 General and special health care service in Obstetrics and gynecology including family
planning services.
 Surgical services including general surgery, orthopeadic, and urology.
 Pediatrics and Neonatology including Immunization.
 General medical service through the Family Medicine Department.
 Services in internal medicine including Endocrinology, dermatology, cardiology, and
Infectious Diseases.
 Comprehensive HIV/AIDS care treatment.
 Ophthalmology and Optometric services.
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 Comprehensive Dental Services.
 Anaesthesiology and intensive care services.
 Radiological services including Ultrasound, Computerized Tomography (CT scan), Digital
X‐rays and Echocardiography.
 Medical Laboratory Services using automated Equipment, Hematology and Blood
Transfusion, Chemical Pathology, Microbiology and Parasitology.
 Histopathology and Mortuary Services.
 Physiotherapy and Occupational rehabilitation.
 Nutrition and Catering Services.
 24‐hour Medical and Surgical Emergency Services.
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1.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF HISTOPATHOLOGY/MORBID UNIT IN ASOKORO DISTRICT
HOSPITAL, ABUJA
The building is a U‐shaped structure located 60meters from the back gate of the hospital.
Three out of the four units under histopathology unit is located in the building.
Reception, surgical cut up/grossing unit and main laboratory unit, two rest rooms for male
and female and one office (for the chief Pathologist) all found within this building. The
mortuary/Embalmment unit, the fourth unit, which is a L‐shaped structure is located in
front about thirty meters (30m) apart.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0

DIFFERENT SECTION/UNIT OF THE ORGANISATION AND INSTRUMENTATION.

2.1

DEPARTMENT OF MORBID ANATOMY AND HISTOPATHOLOGY.

Among other sections, the department of morbid anatomy and histopathology is so much
important to the Asokoro district Hospital. This is because of its contribution towards attending
to the needs of patients and also, educational services for research purposes and student
training.
Different forms of tissue biopsies are carried out on patients with varying pathologic conditions,
ranging from breast mass, uterine fibroid also called leioyomyoma, prostate, testis, scalp,
appendix etc.
Embalmment of bodies after death to make them look life like for presentation is also part of
the services rendered by this department.
In other to conveniently perform this huge but important task, the department is divided into
two (2) units. They are:‐
i.

Histopathology unit

ii.

Mortuary unit
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2.1.1 HISTOPATHOLOGY LABORATORY UNIT
Histopathology is the study of microscopic changes or abnormalities in tissues that are caused
as a result of diseases. Histopathology uses both histology and cytology samples for diagnosis.
This unit collects the following histology samples;
o

Bone biopsy

o Breast biopsy
o Excision (fibroid)
o Incision biopsy
o Whole organ removal (mastectomy)
And cytology samples which includes;
o Gynecology specimens
They includes: vaginal, cervix and endometrial exfoliates
o Non‐gynecology specimens
There are cells suspended in body fluids. E.g; Synovial fluid, Acetic fluid,
Pleural fluid et al.
These samples undergo various stages of processes and analyses in order to determine the
nature of the disorder. These samples are also preserved in the process so as to retain their
original shape and structure as closely as possible and also to protect tissues from autolysis and
putrefaction.
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The main use of histopathology is in clinical medicine where it typically involves the
examination of biopsies for the purpose of detailed study to further help in diagnosing,
treating, and preventing future occurrences of a particular pathological complication.
The different sections under the laboratory unit include;
1. RECEPTION : Collection of samples is the one of the most important aspect of
histopathology unit. Various histology and cytology samples are received and
documented in the histology or cytology register with each sample accompanied by
a request form which contains the name of the patient, anatomical location of the
sample, date, sex, provisional diagnosis if there is etc. The following are the samples
normally received;
Histology samples;
o Bone biopsy
o Breast biopsy
o Excision (fibroid)
o Incision biopsy
o Whole organ removal (mastectomy)

Cytology samples;
o

Gynecology specimens
They includes: vaginal, cervix and endometrial exfoliates

o Non‐gynecology specimens
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There are cells suspended in the body fluids. E.g; Synovial fluid, Acetic fluid,
Pleural fluid et al.
2. GROSSING/SURGICAL CUT‐UP BENCH: Fixed tissues from the surgical theater are
been cut open and into smaller sizes, which are then put in the labeled tissue
cassettes and are returned into fixative prior to processing.
3. PROCESSING SECTION: Already fixed tissues (mostly histology) are being
processed on this section. The process which involves dehydration, clearing,
impregnation and embedding.
4. MICROTOMY SECTION: Already embedded tissues are being sectioned here into
fine ribbons with the help of the microtome. The sectioned tissues are placed in
a water bath of about forty degree Celsius, so as to straighten the ribbon‐like
tissue, which are picked up by slides and are then dried on the hot plate before
staining takes place.
5. STAINING BENCH: tissues brought to this bench are stained using any suitable
and acceptable stain. But the most widely used stain is hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) stain except when the fixative used is osium tetroxide. Hematoxylin which
is basic in nature stains the tissue blue or black, while, eosin which is acidic stains
the cytoplasm pink or red.
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2.1.2 MORTUARY UNIT
The mortuary unit deals with the embalming of bodies that have been confirmed to be dead by
a pathologist. Human corpse is also stored awaiting identification and presentation for burial,
cremation or other methods.
2.1.3 RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Clinical radiology is a specialized branch of medicine, that uses the state of the art equipment
and the range of techniques to capture the internal structures of the body.
Clinical radiology uses different types of modalities to create images of internal structures of
the body. These are;
 Plain radiography and computed tomography (CT) scan, which uses ionizing radiation in
the form of rays to image the body.
 Ultrasound scan; these makes use of high frequency sound waves to imagethe internal
structures of the body.
IMPORTANCE OF CLINICAL RADIOLOGY
 It can eliminate the need for exploratory surgery
 It assists in making a diagnosis and further management of most body conditions
 It is used to visually guide the treatment of conditions such as heart disease and stroke.
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2.2 INSTRUMENTATION
2.2.1 MATERIALS USED IN HISTOPATHOLOGY UNIT


Scalpel and blades‐ for anatomical dissections and surgery



Surgical knives‐ for anatomical dissections and surgery



Gloves‐ to cover and protect hands from biohazards



Cassettes‐for putting sections of samples after grossing and during processing



Cotton wool‐ for cleansing



Adhesive label – for labelling of slides.



Surgical Cut‐up board / chopping board‐ where samples are placed and cut‐up



Syringe and Aspiration needles‐for injecting or withdrawing fluid from the body



Reagents‐ mostly fixatives, used to preserve the samples



Reagent bottles‐for storing reagents



Reagent containers‐ contain reagents ready for use



Microtome‐ for tissue trimming and sectioning



Electric Water bath‐ for floating tissue sections



Electric Hot plate‐ for drying of slides
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Automatic Tissue Processor‐ for processing tissues



Wax Jar‐ contains molten wax



Electric Oven‐ for melting wax and drying slides



Pencil and Papers‐ for marking or labelling



Electric Embedding machine‐ for burying tissue inside a molten wax



Embedding mould‐ for shaping and moulding wax block during embedding



Embedding knives ‐ for pressing the tissue to the surface during embedding



Bunsen Burner and Tripod Stand‐ source of heat



Gas cylinder‐ supplies gas to the Bunsen burner



Binocular Microscope‐ for viewing very small objects beyond human eyes, e.g. the

cell contents.


Staining racks‐ for holding slides during staining



Slides and Cover slips‐ for sample smears and to protect the tissues from any

scratch


Stop watch‐ for keeping time



Coupling jar‐ for fixing slides mostly cytology samples



Refrigerator‐ for preserving samples
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Spatula‐for lifting, mixing and spreading materials



Microtome knives and Sharpener‐ sections tissues and sharpens microtome knives



Conical flask‐ for storing reagents ready for use



Measuring cylinder‐ for measuring reagents



Weighing balance – for taking the actual quantity of tissues



Slide cabinet‐ for filing of slides
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2.2.2 MATERIALS USED IN THE MORTUARY UNIT


Scalpel and Blades‐ for making incisions



Dissecting Forceps‐ for holding tissues



Needle and Thread‐ for stitching tissues



Surgical Gloves‐ for protecting the arm from biohazards



Face mask and eyes goggle‐ for protecting the face and eyes



Rubber Tubule and Cannula‐ for delivery or removal of fluids



Boots‐ for protecting the leg and feet from biohazard



Embalming Table or Trolley‐ where dead bodies are kept for embalmment



Laboratory Coats and Aprons‐ for protection



Embalming Tanks‐ contains embalming fluid



Dyes‐ for dressing



Cosmetics‐ for dressing



Reagents‐ mostly embalming fluids which includes :‐


Formalin



Buffer formalin



Liquefied phenol



Water
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Mentholated spirit etc.

Reagent Bottles‐ contain embalming fluid

PICTURES FROM ASOKORO DISTRICT HOSPITAL,
ABUJA (HISTOPATHOLOGY)
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2.2.3 MATERIALS USED IN RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT


X‐ray machine – used during plain radiography to produce images of

structures within the body.


Computed tomography machine ‐ used during CT scan to visualise the

interior of the body and produces axial images.


Ultrasound machine – used during ultrasonography and doppler`s

sonography.


Magnetic resonance imaging machine – used during magnetic resonance

imaging.


Mammography machine – used during mammography to image the soft

tissues of the breast.


Contrast dye – introduced into the body during contrast study.



Radionuclide – introduced into the body when nuclear medical imaging

modality is employed.


Ultrasound gel – used during ultrasonography to displace air and enhance

the image gotten from the ultrasound transducer.
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2.3 OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCES
Besides knowledge and skills acquired during the course of my six months industrial training, I
acquired other relevant experiences which in the real sense, would help me boost my career as
an anatomist and my day to day living. They include;
Firstly, I learnt patient‐Doctor relationship which should be patient centred, mutual
participation characteristics rather than active‐passive cooperation in terms of medical decision
making.
I have been enlightened and also have seen many ways in which medical equipment and reagent
should be handled to attain effective result.
The programme has been highly enlightening, beneficial, interesting, and successful. The aim of
the industrial training was really achieved.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.0 WORK DONE DURING THE SIX (6) MONTHS INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
During the course of my six (6) months industrial training, I worked in the units listed below;
3.1 UNITS IN HISTOPATHOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY
HISTOPATHOLOGY
 RECEPTION
 GROSSING
 LABORATORY UNIT
 EMBALMING UNIT
RADIOLOGY
 X RAY UNIT
 ULTRASOUND UNIT
And I learnt;


Conditions for receiving and documentation of Samples.



How to section fixed samples to be processed in the laboratory.



How to properly process and stain tissues for good microscopy.



Methods of embalmment.
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How to carry out different body scan using X‐ray



The importance of contrast studies

3.1.1 RECEPTION
The sample collection in histopathology is one of the most important element of analytical
process, precisely following the correct procedure in sample reception, researchers has shown
that most errors take place in the pre‐analytical stage.
SAMPLES RECEIVED IN THE HISTOPATHALOGY LABORATORY:
There are two forms of samples received in the histopathology laboratory. They are
histology and cytology specimens;


Histology is the scientific study of biological cell and tissues using microscope to look at
the specimen that have been carefully prepared using special process called histology
techniques.



Histopathology is the study of disease tissues.
Histological specimens are;
o Bone biopsy
o Breast biopsy
o Excision (fibroid)
o Incision biopsy
o Whole organ removal (mastectomy)
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o Post‐mortem specimen: comprises of tissues removed from dead body usually to
carry out investigation on the cause of death.


Cytology is a scientific study which involves making diagnosis of disease condition
through the examination of cells of the body.



Cytopathology is the study of disease at the cellular level.
Cytology specimens are divided into two (2);
o Gynecology specimens
They includes: vaginal, cervix and endometrial exfoliates
o Non‐gynecology specimens
There are cells suspended in body fluids. E.g; Synovial fluid, Acetic fluid, Pleural
fluid et al.

CONDITIONS FOR ACCEPTING SAMPLES
Before specimens are received in histopathology laboratory, the identification and
accompanying documentation must be carefully checked. Eg; (a) Date received (b) Name (c) Sex
(d) Age (e) tribe (f) Hospital (g) Nature of the specimen (h) Name of clinician (i) Provisional
diagnosis (j) brief clinical history if there is. et al. Check if the sample is properly fixed, if not try
and fix it.
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CONDITION FOR SAMPLE REJECTION
If either Cytology or Histology samples is not accompanied by a complete request form which
includes:


Patient Name.



Age.



Date of specimen collection.



Tribe.



Hospital number.



Source of the specimen.



Anatomical Site.



Brief Clinical History.

And also if mislabeled.
PROTOCOL FOR RECEPTION
 Inspect specimen
 Ensure that the container and the specimen is in the ratio of >10‐1.
 Replace the fixative
 Check specimen label and ensure it correspond to the detail in the request form.
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REGISTRATION OF SAMPLES AND DOCUMENTATION
Costing: In Asokoro district hospital, Abuja the patient request form is demanded and asked to
make payment at nearest cash point.
Registration: We register the sample after the payment is done. Laboratory number being
given to the patient and also label it on the container containing the patient’s specimen.
Information gotten from the patient request forms are documented on the
cytopathology/histopathology register. Eg;
 Date
 Receipt Number
 Hospital Number
 Name
 Age
 Sex
 Tribe
 Referring Hospital
 Clinician name
 Nature of specimen
 Provisional diagnosis and date.
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3.1.2 GROSSING UNIT
After documentation of the tissues harvested or gotten from the surgical theater, hospital
or laboratory number labeled on the container containing the sample, also ensuring that the
container and the sample are in the ratio of 10>1. This applies to histological tissue only. After
fixing for days or hours as the case may be, the tissue is brought out of the fixative and with the
use of forceps, surgical blade, knife and or scalpel, the fixed tissues are cut into sections. The
part(s) of the tissue to be processed is/are cut out separately, put in individual small labeled
cassettes and returned to the fixative for hours or days before the being processed. The
cassette could be labeled with a masking tape and a pencil.
In a case of delicate samples that weigh less than 1gram and are mostly all embedded as one,
filter paper is used to rap the sample and Eosin solution dropped on the sample to differentiate
the sample from the filter paper.
Materials used during grossing are;
1. Surgical and latex gloves
2. Scalpels
3. Surgical blades
4. Tissue Cassettes
5. Marking tapes
6. Chopping Board
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7. Knives
8. Forceps
9. Weighing balance
10. Cotto wool
11. Eosin solution
12. Filter paper
13. Container containing 10% formal saline

PICTURES FROM ASOKORO DISTRICT HOSPITAL,
ABUJA (HISTOPATHOLOGY)
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3.1.3 LABORATORY UNIT
3.2 FIXATION AND TISSUE PROCESSING
The laboratory unit is a section of histopathology where tissues (histological and cytological) are
fixed, processed and mounted on slides. These slides are been prepared for diagnosis.
3.2.1 FIXATION
Fixation is a complex series of chemical events which brings about changes in the various
chemical constituents of cell like hardening, however the cell morphology and structural detail
is preserved. Unless the tissue is fixed soon after the removal from the body, it will undergo
degenerative changes due to autolysis and putrefaction so that the morphology of the
individual cell will be lost.

Putrefaction is a phenomenon which occurs due to invasion of the tissues by Bacteria, which
spread from the alimentary canal and quickly into the surrounding organ causing
decomposition.
Autolysis is due to the action of the enzymes from dead cells. This is particularly disastrous to
the nervous and endocrine tissues. These changes can be retarded by low temperature or
prevented by the use of fixatives.
Principles of fixation: The fixative brings about cross‐linking of proteins which produces
denaturation or coagulation of proteins so that the semi fluid state is converted to semisolid
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state; so that it maintains everything in vivo in relation to each other. Thus semisolid state
facilitates easy manipulation of tissue.
FACTORS THAT AFFECT FIXATION
 BUFFERING: Fixation is best carried out close to neutral pH, in the range of 6‐8. Hypoxia
of tissues lowers the pH, so there must be buffering capacity in the fixative to prevent
excessive acidity.
 PENETRATION: Penetration of tissues depends upon the diffusability of each individual
fixative. To avoid this, large tissues are sliced into smaller and thinner sizes. Formalin
(commonly used fixative) and alcohol penetrate best.
 VOLUME: There should be a 10:1 ratio of the fixative to the tissue.
 TEMPERATURE: Increasing the temperature, as well with all chemical reactions, will
increase the speed of fixation. Hot formalin will fix tissues faster, but care should be
ensured not to fry the tissues.
 CONCENTRATION: The concentration of a fixative should be at the lowest possible level,
because very high concentration may adversely affect the tissues and produce artifact
similar to excessive heat. Formalin is best at 10%.
 TIME INTERVAL: The faster one can get the tissue and fix it, the better.
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AIMS OF FIXATION
If a tissue is kept at a room temperature, it will become liquefied with a foul odour mainly due
to action of bacteria i.e. putrefaction and action of enzymes called autolysis so the first and fore
most aim of fixation is;
1. To preserve the tissue in a life like manner as possible
2. To prevent postmortem changes like autolysis and putrefaction
Autolysis is the lysis or dissolution of cells by enzymatic action probably as a result of
rupture of lysosomes
Putrefaction is the breakdown of tissue by bacteria action often with formation of gas.
3. Preservation of chemical compounds and microanatomic constituents so that futher
histochemistry is possible.
4. Hardening: the hardening effect of the fixatives allow for easy manipulation of soft
tissue like brain, intestines etc.
5. Solidification: converts the normal semifluid consistency of cells to an irreversible
semisolid consistency.
6. Effects of staining: Certain fixatives like formaldehyde intensifies the staining character
of tissue especially with hematoxylin.
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REAGENTS EMPLOYED AS FIXATIVES (SIMPLE FIXATIVES)
 Formaldehyde‐ Formaldehyde is a gas but it is soluble in water. This solution of
formaldehyde in water is called formalin or full strength formalin. Formalin is one of the
commonly used fixative in all laboratories since it is cheap, penetrates rapidly and does
not over harden the tissues. It preserves the proteins by forming cross‐linkage with
them and the tissue component.
Glycogen is partially preserved; hence formalin is not a good fixative for carbohydrates.
Pure formalin is not a satisfactory fixative as it over‐hardens the tissue. A 10% dilution in
water is satisfactory.
Since it oxidizes to formic acid if kept standing for long period, so it should be
neutralized by phosphate or calcium carbonate otherwise it tends to form artifacts; a
brown pigment in tissue. To remove this pigment, picric alcohol or saturated alcoholic
sodium hydroxide maybe used.
Formalin on prolong exposure can cause dermatitis, its vapour can damage the nasa
mucosa and cause sinusitis.
Formalin: It is used for all routine surgical pathology and autopsy tissues when an H&E
slide is to be produced. It’s the most commonly used fixative.
 Alcohol (ethyl alcohol): absolute alcohol alone has very little place in routine fixation for
histopathology. It acts as a reducing agent, become oxidized rapidly in the presence of
other fixative hence in combination e.g. carnoy’s fixative is used to increase the speed of
tissue processing. Ethanol preserves some proteins in relatively undenatured state so
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that it can be used for immunofluorescence or histochemical methods to detect certain
enzymes. Methyl alcohol is used for fixing blood and bone marrow smears.
 Mercuric chloride (HgCl2): This is a very good salt employed in fixing but is rarely used
alone because it causes shrinkage of the tissue. It brings about precipitation of the
proteins which are required to be removed before staining by using potassium iodide in
which they are soluble. The size (thickness) of the tissue to be fixed in mercuric chloride
is important, since if the tissue is more than 4mm, then it hardens the tissue at the
periphery whereas the center remains soft and under fixed.
 Acetic acid: it causes the cells to swell hence can never be used alone but should be
fixatives causing cell shrinkage.
 Glutaradehyde: it is used alone or in combination with osmium tetraoxide for electron
microscopy.
 Bouin’s solution: It is recommended for fixing of testis, gastro‐intestinal tract and
endocrine tissues.
 Zenker’s fixative: It is recommended for reticuloendothelial tissues including lymph
nodes, spleen, thymus and bone marrow. However, dezenkerisation ought to be done
before staining to remove its mercury deposits.

Fixatives are divided into three main groups
A. Microanatomical fixatives‐ such fixative preserve the anatomy of the tissue. They
includes;
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10% formalin in 0.9% sodium chloride (normal salt). Used for routine
fixing of histology samples.





Alcoholic formalin :
Formalin

10 ml

70‐95% alcohol

90ml

Gender’s fluid – better fixative for glycogen
Saturated picric acid in 95% alcohol 80ml





Formalin

15 ml

Glacial acetic acid

5ml

Acetic formalin :
Formalin

5.0 ml

Glacial acetic acid

5.0 ml

Alcohol 70%

90 ml

Zenker’s fluid :
Mercuric chloride

5gm

Potassium dichromate

2.5gm

Sodium suphate

1.0gm

Distilled water

100ml

Add immediately before use: formalin : 5ml
Feature: Excellent microanatomical fixative for bone marrow, spleen and blood containing
organs.
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Note: washing of tissues in water is necessary to remove excess dichromate and also, the tissue
should be treated with iodine to remove mercury pigment.
B. Cytological fixatives : subdivided into; nuclear and cytoplasmic fixatives
Nuclear fixatives: As the name suggest, it gives clear nuclear fixation. This group
includes
1. Carnoy’s fluid which consist of
Absolute alcohol

60ml

Chloroform

30ml

Glacial acetic acid

10ml

Feature : it penetrates rapidly and gives excellent nuclear fixation. Good
fixation for carbohydrate.
2. Clark’s fluid which consist of:
Absolute alcohol

75 ml

Glacial acetic acid

25 ml

Feature: rapid,good nuclear fixation and good preservation of
cytoplasmic elements.
3. New cormer’s fluid consist of ;
Isopropanol

60ml

Propionic acid 40ml
Petroleum ether

10ml

Acetone

10ml
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Dioxane

10 ml

Feature: for fixation of chromosomes
C. Cytoplasmic fixatives : They includes
1. Champy’s fluid which contains
3g/dl potassium dichromate 7ml
1% chromic acid

7ml

2gm/dl osmium tetraoxide

4ml

Feature: it preserve the mitochondria fatand lipids.
2. Formal saline and formal calcium : fixation in formal saline followed by
postchromatistzation gives good cytoplasmic fixation.

D. Histochemical fixatives: For most of the histochemical methods, it is best to use
cryostat. Sections are rapidly frozen or freeze dried. Usually such sections are used
unfixed but if delay is inevitable then vapour fixatives like formaldehyde, acetadehyde,
chromyl chlorides are used
QUALITIES OF A GOOD FIXATIVE
1. Penetrate the tissue rapidly and evenly
2. Hardens the tissue for easy handling and renders it insensitive to subsequent treatment.
3. Allow accurate histochemistry of tissue constituents
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4. Should permit the use of dyes, stains e.t.c
5. Permit restoration of the natural colour for photomicrography and museum display.
In the histopathology laboratory, two forms of samples are processed for microscopy. Which
are histology and cytology samples. The method of processing histology samples is quite
different from that of cytology samples.

STEPS INVOLVED IN PROCESSING HISTOLOGY SAMPLES
A procedure which needs to take place between tissue fixation and embedding is Tissue
processing. There are three main steps in tissue processing namely;
1. Dehydration.
2. Clearing.
3. Infiltration.
Each of the steps of the processing method involves the diffusion of a solution into
tissue and dispersion of the previous solution in the series.
NOTE: The tissue(s) remains in the cassette throughout these steps.
DEHYDRATION
Tissues need to be dehydrated first to remove water from them. This process is carried
out by immersing tissues in five (5) jars of alcohol of ranging from 10% formal saline, 70%, 90%,
absolute 1, 2, and 3) of increasing concentration.
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AIMS OF DEHYDRATION
 To ensure that the water content in the tissue is completely replaced by alcohol.
 To avoid excessive distortion of the tissue.
 Paraffin wax is hydrophobic; therefore, most of the water in the tissue must be removed
before the tissue can be infiltrated with wax.
CLEARING
This step could also be referred to as dealcoholisation. Following dehydration, the
tissue is immersed in three different changes of clearing agents and are allowed to stay for 1‐2
hours in each. In this stage, ethanol is gradually and completely replaced with the clearing
agent. Shrinkage of tissues could also occur at this stage, as the clearing agents also removes fat
residues left in the samples.
Mostly used clearing agent is xylene. Other examples are benzene, chloroform, cedar
wood oil e.t.c.
QUALITIES OF A GOOD CLEARING AGENT
 Must have a relatively high refractive index and when tissue is immersed in it, it makes
the tissue transparent and clear.
 Must be miscible with both ethanol and paraffin wax.
 Should be able to completely remove the alcohol.
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INFILTRATION
This could also be referred to as Impregnation. At this stage the clearing agent is
replaced by molten paraffin wax. The principle being that the paraffin wax completely displaces
the clearing agent from the tissue, filling completely the tissue’s interstitial spaces, making the
tissue solid enough for easy sectioning. Again this is typically three different wax immersions to
ensure that none of the clearing agent remains in the tissue. In each immersion, the tissue is
covered and left for about two hours.

PICTURES FROM ASOKORO DISTRICT HOSPITAL,
ABUJA (HISTOPATHOLOGY)
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EMBEDDING
It is the orientation of the tissue in the melted paraffin which when solidified provides a firm
medium for keeping intact all parts of the tissue when sections are made.
In the place of my IT attachment, we make use of leuchart’s embedding mould usually made of
rubber.
TECHNIQUES OF CASTING
1. Molten paraffin wax which is heated at a temperature 2‐30c above the melting point is
poured into the mould to an adequate dept so as to cover the thickest tissue block.
2. The wax touching the mould will quickly form a thin semi layers, now introduce the
tissue with a prewarmed forceps to prevent the wax from sticking to it. The tissue is
pressed in this semisolid wax to orient it at the bottom of mould in a correct plane.
3. Fix the label in position by pressing one edge against solidifying wax usually sides of the
mould are preferred.
4. As soon as a film of solid wax is formed on the surface, the whole block with mould are
submerged in cold water at 200c. if this is not done there will be crystallization of wax,
using ice water to do initial cooling will also cause the block to crack.
5. When the blocks are set hard they are from the mould.
Following points must be taken care of during casting;
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1. Paraffin should not be allowed to cool to around the tissue to be blocked for this before
introducing the tissue in the mould, it should be kept in heated wax or in cassette
placed over thermostatic hot plate.
2. The cutting surface of the tissue should be facing the bottom of the mould.
3. If two or more tissues are to be casted, remember to keep them at the same depth.
4. If small biopsy fragment have to be casted, the largest piece should be first blocked and
other pieces should be in one horizontal plane.
5. Whitish area around tissue in the block denotes crystallization which may be due to
moisture or due to incomplete removal of clearing agent.

PICTURES FROM ASOKORO DISTRICT HOSPITAL,
ABUJA (HISTOPATHOLOGY)
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MICROTOMY
This consists of two steps, which are; trimming and sectioning.
The whole process of this section is enhanced by the use of a machine called
MICROTOME.
The microtome is a mechanical device for cutting uniform sections of tissues of
appropriate thickness. All microtome other than those for producing ultra thin sections for
electron microscopy depends upon the motion of a screw thread in order to advance the tissue
block on knife at a regulated number of microns.
Motion of the screws can be directed or through system of gears or levers to magnify
the movement.
Size of knives
frozen sections

110mm knife

‐

120 & 185mm ‐

routine paraffin block

Paraffin section cutting
Equipment required:
1. Microtome
2. Water bath
3. Hot plate
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4. Fine pointed forceps
5. Small hair brush
6. Scalpel
7. Slide rack.
8. Clean glass slides.
Water bath: thermostatically controlled for paraffin wax of melting point 560c, a water bath of
450c is sufficient, addition of a trace of detergent is beneficial in flattening of sections
Hot plate or drying oven: Drying of sections around the melting point of wax is satisfactory.
Brush, seeker, forceps : needed to remove folds and creases in sections after floating out.
Slides: majority of sections fit confortably on a 76x25x1.2mm slide.
Diamond pencil : needed to write the identification details like name or specific number.
Section adhesive: this is a substance which can be smeared on to the slides so that the sections
stick well to the slides. Most of the tissue sections which are adequately thin and thoroughly
dried without any air bubble trapped under them do not require an adhesive as in case of
routine H & E staining, but for histochemical methods requiring alkaline solutions eg: Ammonia
tend to remove sections from slide for such cases adhesive is required. Also adhesive is
required for tissues like brain, spinal cord, blood clot, decalcified tissues which have a tendency
to detach themselves from the slides. Tissues impregnated with ester wax require adhesive.
Types of adhesive;
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 Albumin
 Gelatin
 Starch
 Cellulose
 Sodium silicate
 Resin
 Poly L lysine
 20% alcohol
Note: adhesive are either added to water bath or smeared thinly on the slides.

SECTION CUTTING OF PARAFFIN EMBEDDED TISSUES
Fixing of block
1. Fix the block in the block holder on the microtome knife in such a position that it will be
clear of the knife when it is position.
2. Insert the appropriate knife in the knife holder and screw it tightly in position. Adjust if
require. The clearance angle should be set at 3‐4 degree and the angle of slope should
be set permanently at 90 degree.
3. Trimming of tissue blocks: Move the block forward so that the wax block is almost
touching the knife. To trim away surplus wax and to expose a suitable area of tissue for
sectioning, the section thickness adjusters are set at 15microns.
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4. On exposing a suitable area of tissue, the section thickness is set to the appropriate level
for routine purposes to 4‐6 microns.
5. Sectioning of tissue: the microtome is now moved in an easy rhythm with the right hand
operating the microtome and the left hand holding the sections away from the knife.
The ribbon is formed due to slight heat generated during cutting, which causes the
edges of the sections to adhere.
6. Floating: During cutting, the paraffin embedded sections become slightly compressed
and creased. Before being attached to slides, the creased must be removed and the
section flattened. This is achieved by floating them on warm water. Thermostatically
controlled water baths are now available with the inside coated black. These baths are
controlled at a temperature 4‐60 below the melting point of paraffin wax. It is easy to
see the creases if the inside of the water bath is black.
7. The action in floating out must be smooth with the trailing end of ribbon making contact
with water first to obtain flat sections with correct orientation. When the ribbon has
come to rest on water, the remaining wrinkles and folds are removed by teasing apart
using forceps or seeker.
8. Picking up sections: this is achieved by immersing the slide vertically to ¾ of its length
bringing the section in contact with the slide. On lifting the slide vertically from the
water, the section will flatten on the slide. For delicate tissues or when several ribbons
of sections are placed on the slide, omit blotting instead keep the slide in upright
position for several minutes to drain.
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9. Drying of section: Sections are then kept on the hot plate at the temperature 5‐60c
above the melting point of wax i.e. at 600c.

PICTURES FROM ASOKORO DISTRICT HOSPITAL,
ABUJA (HISTOPATHOLOGY)
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STAINING
This is the application of soluble dyes so as to render the cellular component of a tissue visible
under microscopy. This helps to differentiate the cellular components (Nucleus and cytoplasm).
This principle works by a simple chemical principle.
PRINCIPLES: So many types of staining methods exist depending on the type of stain. However,
in histological stains, hematoxylin and eosin are the most widely used and has been reliable for
years.
Hematoxylin which is basic in nature stains the nucleus of a tissue blue, black or purple,
while Eosin stains the cytoplasm of a tissue pink or light red.

Routine H&E staining takes the following steps;
1. Deparaffinize in hot plate
2. Clear in 3 changes of Xylene (2 min each)
3. Hydrate the section.


3 descending grades of alcohol (2 min. each)



In running tap water for 5 minutes.

4. Take into hematoxylin for about 15 minutes. The time duration for this varies depending
on the strength of the hematoxylin.
5. Rinse in running tap water for 20 minutes.
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6. Differentiate in acid alcohol to wash off excess hematoxylin stain.
7. Counter stain with eosin for about 3 minutes.
8. Rinse in distilled water.
9. Dehydrate the section in ascending grades of alcohol (85%

95%

100%)

10. Clear in xylene 3 changes (2 minutes)
11. Mount in DPX.

Causes of poor quality staining
1. Poor or inadequate fixation of tissues.
2. Over or under‐ripened hematoxylin.
3. Over used or worked out formalin
4. Over or under differentiation of hematoxylin.
5. Insufficient bluing following differentiation.
6. Failure to wash bluing agent out before counter staining.
7. Insufficient dehydration and clearing of sections.
8. Contamination of stains.

MOUNTING AND COVER‐SLIPPING
Mounting is the process of using mountant (adhesive substance‐ DPX) to make cover slip
adhere to the stained section. After staining, a thin small piece of glass called ‘cover slip’ is used
to cover the stained tissue sections.
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AIMS OF THE COVER SLIP
a. To protect the slide from being scratched
b. To provide better optical clarity and contrast of the tissue under microscope
c. To preserve the tissue section for future use.
LABELLING: This is very important to avoid misplacing slides and misinterpretation. Slides are
labeled properly and kept.
PASSING OF SLIDES: After the slides are been labeled, there are arranged in the slide jackets
serially and are forwarded to the pathologist to read. The following are taken note of in the
collection book;
o Date received
o Date inspected
o Date grossed
o Number of blocks
o Date passed

FILING OF SLIDES
After the slides are been read by the pathologist, they are arranged in the file cabinet
sequentially according to the hospital number.
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3.2.2 CYTOPATHOLOGY
This has to do with samples that are not solid tissues. It involves the collection of
cytological samples, processing and staining it, thereby getting it ready for microscopy. It
involves the following procedure;
 Collection of the sample
 Smearing and fixing
 Staining.

COLLECTION OF SAMPLE: In the Hospital where I worked, most of the samples are pap smear
(PAP) and fine needle aspiration (FNAC) . However, there are two methods of collecting
samples for cytological analysis:
 Exfoliative Cytology method: This includes samples collected from the body after
they have been spontaneously shed by the body. This involves mostly cavity or
tubular organs lined by epithelial cells. Examples are endometrium, vagina,
cervix, pleural cavity et al.
 Intervention cytology method: It involves Fine Needle Aspiration cytology or
Needle aspiration Biopsy. Here a sterile needle attached to a syringe is used to
collect cells from lesions, tumors or growths.
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SMEARING AND FIXING: After the sample is collected, it is used to make a thin smear on a glass
slide and fixed in 95% alcohol for about 30‐60 minutes before processing and subsequent
staining.

SMEAR PROCESSING: Cytology samples are mostly stained via cervical smear also called
papanicolou stain or H&E method.
HEMATOXYLIN & EOSIN ROUTINE METHOD
Principles: Hematoxylin which is basic in nature stains the nucleus of a tissue blue, black or
purple, while Eosin stains the cytoplasm of a tissue pink or light red.
The procedures involved are as follows;
 Hydration: This involves passing the slides through descending grades of alcohol (95% ‐
85% ‐ 70%). Each is left for about two minutes to hydrate.
 Rinse in running or distilled water.
 Put slides in slide rack and put in hematoxylin about five minutes.
 Wash and rinse in scot tap water to wash off the stain from the cytoplasm.
 Dip in acid alcohol (1% HCL) to wash off excess hematoxylin stain from the cytoplasm. It
should not take long in acid alcohol because it could denature the whole cell.
 Dip in eosin for about three minutes to stain the cytoplasm.
 Rinse in running or distilled water.
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 Dehydrate the sample by passing it through ascending grades of alcohol (70% ‐ 90% ‐
absolute) for two minutes each.
 Dip in 3 changes of xylene for clearing which helps for better optical differentiation.
 The back of the slide is cleaned with gauze.
 Mount with DPX (Disterin Plasticizer Xylene) and cover slip.
 Press the cover slip to ensure total removal of air bubbles.

3.2.3 PAPANICOLAOU STAIN
3.3 INTRODUCTION
Papanicolaou stain also called cervical smear, or smear test is a method of cervical screening
used to detect potentially pre‐cancerous and cancerous processes in the cervix (opening of the
uterus or womb). Abnormal findings are often followed up by more sensitive diagnostic
procedures, and, if warranted, interventions that aim to prevent progression to cervical cancer.
The test was invented by, and named after the prominent Greek doctor, Georgios
Papanikolaou, the father of Cytopathology.
A Pap smear is performed by opening the vaginal canal with a speculum, then collecting cells at
the outer opening of the cervix at the transformation zone (where the outer squamous cervical
cells meet the inner glandular endocervical cells). The collected cells are examined under a
microscope to look for abnormalities. The test aims to detect potentially pre‐cancerous changes
(called cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) or cervical dysplasia.
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Papanicolaou stain is the most important stain utilized in the practice of Cytopathology. It is a
polychromatic stain containing multiple dyes to differentially stain various components of the
cells. This method is used to differentiate cells in the smear preparation of various
gynecological specimens (pap smears), materials containing exfoliated cells and material from
fine needle aspiration.

OBJECTIVES OF PAPANICOLAOU STAIN


Because of the widespread nuclear abnormalities of cancer cells and their diagnostic
significance, good staining of the nucleus is of primary importance.



This is of particular importance because of the varying thickness and the frequent
overlapping of cells.



Differences in the staining reaction such as that between acidophilic and basophilic cells
help greatly in the identification of certain cell types found in smears.

PRINCIPLES OF PAPANICOLAOU STAIN
Papanicolaou stain includes both acidic and basic dyes. Acidic dye stains the basic compo
nents of the cell and basic dye stain the acidic components of the cell.
The polychromatic PAP stain involves five dyes in three solutions.
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1.

Hematoxylin : Natural dye hematoxylin is the nuclear stain which stains cell nuclei blue.
It has affinity for chromatin, attaching to sulphate groups on the D.N.A. molecule.
Harris¡ˉ hematoxylin is the commonest cytologically although Gills¡ˉ hematoxylin and
Hematoxylin S can be used.

2.

Orange Green 6 : This is the first acidic counterstain (cytoplasmic stain) which stains
matured and keratinized cells. The target structures are stained orange in different
intensities. OG‐6 counterstain (‐6 denotes the used concentration of phosphotungstic
acid; other variants are OG‐5 and OG‐8). Its original role was to stain the small cells of
keratinizing squamous cell carcinoma present in sputum.

3.

Eosin Azure: Comprising three dyes; the number denotes the proportion of the dyes,
e.g. EA‐36, EA‐50, EA‐65.This is the second counterstain which is a polychrome mixture of
eosin Y, light green SF and Bismarck brown.


Eosin Y gives a pink colour to cytoplasm of mature squamous cells, nucleoli, cilia and red
blood cells. Staining solutions commonly used in cytology are EA 31 and EA 50.



Light green SF stains blue to cytoplasm of metabolically active cells like parabasal
squamous cells, intermediate squamous cells and columnar cells.



Bismarck brown Y stains nothing and sometimes it is often omitted.

COMPOSITION AND PREPARATION OF REAGENTS
1.

Harris¡ˉ hematoxylin :
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Hematoxylin = 5g
Ethanol = 50ml
Potassium alum = 100g
Distilled water = 1000ml
Mercuric oxide = 2‐5g
Glacial acetic acid = 40ml
2. Orange G 6:
Orange G (10% aqueous) = 50ml
Alcohol = 950ml
Phosphotungstic acid = 0‐15g
3.

EA 50:
0.04 M light green SF = 10ml
0.3M eosin Y = 20ml
Phosphotungstic acid = 2g
Alcohol = 750ml
Methanol = 250ml
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Glacial acetic acid = 20ml
Filter all stains before use.
PROCEDURE OF PAPANICOLAOU STAINING
Both progressive and regressive nuclear staining techniques can be used in Papanicolaou stain.
Before staining, Wet fixation immediately with Cytology spray fixative 96% ethanol for
minimum 30 min is required.
PROCEDURE OF PROGRESSIVE PAPANICOLAOU STAINING METHOD
In the progressive method, the nucleus is stained with hematoxylin to intensity desired. The
intensity of the nuclear staining is controlled by the immersion of the slide into a bluing agent.
Most commonly used bluing agent is running tap water (pH 8.02).

STEPS AND REAGENT TIME
1. 95% Alcohol (Fixation) 15‐30 minutes
2. 80% Alcohol 2 minutes
3. 60% Alcohol 2 minutes
4. Distilled Water 5 dips.
5. Hematoxylin stain 3 minutes
6. Blue in scott water 3 minutes
7. 60% Alcohol 2 minutes
8. 80% Alcohol 2 minutes
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9. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
10. Orange G Stain 3 minutes
11. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
12. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
13. Eosin Azure Stain 3 minutes
14. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
15. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
16. Absolute Alcohol 2 minutes
17. Absolute Alcohol 2 minutes
18. Absolute Alcohol+Xylene (1:1)2 minutes
19. Xylene 2 minutes
20. Xylene 2 minutes
21. Xylene Till clear
22. Mount in D.P.X

PROCEDURE OF REGRESSIVE PAPANICOLAOU STAINING METHOD
When using the regressive staining method, the nucleus is deliberately over‐stained with a non‐
acidified haematoxylin. The excess stain is removed with dilute hydrochloric acid solution (acid
water). The decolorizing process is then stopped by immersing the slide in running tap water.
Timing is crucial in the regressive method as de‐staining may lead to a hyperchromatic nucleus
becoming hypochromatic.
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STEPS AND REAGENT TIME
1. 90% Alcohol (Fixation) 15‐30 minutes
2. 80% Alcohol 2 minutes
3. 60% Alcohol 2 minutes
4. Distilled Water 5 dips
5. Distilled Water 5 dips
6. Hematoxylin stain 3 minutes
7. Distilled Water 10 seconds
8. 1% Acid Alcohol 10 seconds (1 dip)
9. Distilled Water 10 seconds
10. Scott¡ˉs Tap Water 2‐3 minutes
11. Running Tap Water 2 minutes
12. 60% Alcohol 2 minutes
13. 80% Alcohol 2 minutes
14. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
15. Orange G Stain 3 minutes
16. 95% ALcohol 2 minutes
17. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
18. Eosin Azure Stain 3 minutes
19. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
20. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
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21. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
22. 95% Alcohol 2 minutes
23. Absolute Alcohol 2 minutes
24. Absolute Alcohol 2 minutes
25. Absolute Alcohol 2 minutes
26. Absolute Alcohol+Xylene (1:1) 2 minutes
27. Xylene 2 minutes
28. Xylene 2 minutes
29. Xylene Till clear
30. Mount in D.P.X

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION OF PAPANICOLAOU STAINING
On a well prepared specimen, the following components stain as follows;
 Nuclei : Blue
 Acidophilic cells : Red
 Basophilic cells : Blue Green
 Erythrocytes : Orange‐red
 Keratin : Orange‐red
 Glycogen: Yellow
 Superficial cells : Pink
 Eosinophil : Orange Red
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 Candida : Red
 Trichomonas : Grey green
 Metaplastic cells: Green and pink at once
 Intermediate and parabasal cells: Turquoise green to blue.

IMPORTANCE OF PAP STAIN
The chromatin patterns are well visible, the cells from borderline lesions are easier to interpret
and the photomicrographs are better. The staining results in very transparent cells, so even
thicker specimens with overlapping cells can be interpreted.
EFFECTIVENESS
The Pap test, when combined with a regular program of screening and appropriate follow‐up,
can reduce cervical cancer deaths by up to 80%.
Failure of prevention of cancer by the Pap test can occur for many reasons, including not
getting regular screening, lack of appropriate follow‐up of abnormal results, and sampling and
interpretation errors.
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CONCLUSION
The Pap smear is one of the most successful laboratory test developed in the last fifty years.
The noninvasive nature, the simplicity of the smear plus low cost is the key to its success.
Annual Pap smears have reduced the chances of developing invasive cervical carcinoma by 95%
and have reduced the cervical cancer mortality rate by 70.Even though squamous cell
carcinoma was the targeted disease, other cervical malignancies, precursors to cervical
carcinoma and certain sexually transmitted diseases can be identified.

3.3.1 MORTUARY UNIT
Embalming is the art and science of disinfecting, preserving and restoring a deceased body to a
more life‐like appearance as possible with preservatives (chemicals) thereby preventing the
body from decomposing. Embalming a body ensures better presentation of the deceased for
viewing by friends and relatives during funerals. It also helps to keep the deceased suitable for
medical or scientific purposes.
Three goals of embalmment are;
 Sanitation
 Preservation
 Presentation
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Materials (instruments and reagents) used in the embalmment unit
 Hand gloves
 Lab coat
 Blade holder
 Scalpel
 Forceps
 Needles
 Twine/thread
 Face masks
 Apron
 Embalming container: for holding the embalming fluid
 Table
 Body refrigerator
 Aneurysm hook
 Scissors
 Trawler
 Sanitizer
 Body bags
 Cotton wool
 Syringe
 Cannula
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 Clamp et.c
 Reagents:

In Asokoro District Hospital where I did my industrial training, the method of embalmment
done there is wet embalmment in which saturated salt solution is used.
Constituents of saturated salt solution;
 Formaldehyde

2.5 L

 Salt

225 g

 Phenol

0.2

 Glycerol

0.5

 Water

17.8

 Isopropyl alcohol

4L

For 25 Liters of saturated salt solution.
EMBALMING TECHNIQUE
Modern embalming technique are not the result of a single practitioner but rather the
accumulation of many decades or even centuries of researches, trials, errors and innovations.
For the sake of this work, embalming technique will be discussed under pre‐embalmment,
embalmment proper and post embalmment.
PRE‐EMBALMMENT
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 When a deceased is received in the mortuary, the body must be received together with
the death certificate issued by a Medical doctor. This is to show that both the clinical
and anatomical signs of death were confirmed by the doctor.
 The deceased is striped of his/her clothing and any other personal belongings, then
him/her is washed and cleaned with disinfectant before been covered with a piece of
cloth or wrapper.
 The deceased is placed on a table or metal trawler in a spine anatomical position with
the head elevated by a band of block and then left for twenty‐four hours just to make
sure the deceased is not in coma.

METHODS OF EMBALMING (EMBALMING PROPER)
 INJECTION (Intramuscular): This method is carried out with a syringe and needle.
Embalming fluid is injected in various parts of the body.
 IMMERSION: This method involves submerging the body into a pool of embalming
fluid. But it embalms mostly the surface and not the internal organs because only
limited fluid enters through the skin and orifices.
 REFRIGERATION: It is practically not an embalming technique because no embalming
fluid is used. But it is a technique of preservation and can be used to supplement other
methods or techniques.
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 INFUSION: This technique is the most widely used and also the technique used in my
place of industrial training. Any large artery could be used (although a large vein could
be used) for this technique, preferably the femoral artery because;


Circulation through it could reach to all parts of the body quick.



It is a large artery



Easily covered with cloth during funeral or religious activities.

PROCEDURE FOR INFUSION
In my place of industrial training, in the absence of an embalming machine which uses a
pump‐pressure method to push the fluid into the body, infusion by gravity was done,
which involves having a an over‐head reservoir or formalin stand in which gravitational
pressure helps in the flow of the fluid into the body of the deceased.
The right femoral artery is more convenient and preferred, because most individuals are
right‐handed.
 The region of the anterior compartment of the thigh, closer to the inguinal region
(femoral triangle), is cut open with a surgical blade or knife of about 5cm in length. The
cut must be deep enough to expose the contents in the femoral triangle.
 The femoral artery is exposed properly by the use of aneurysm hook with its lower end
tied with rope or thread, before a cannula (connected to an embalming fluid tank or
formalin stand) is inserted inferior‐superiorly above the tied end.
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 Inflow of the embalming fluid is done. After about 10‐20 minutes, embalming fluid is
meant to escape through the orifices of the deceased if the embalming technique was
done accurately.
 The tied end of the femoral artery is untied anytime the Mortician or Embalmer feels
the embalming fluid has circulated to all parts of the body except the tied part.
 When it is assumed that the fluid has completely gone round the body the tap is then
shut off and the cannula disconnected.
Infusion is preferably the best.

POST EMBALMMENT
After embalmment, the deceased is covered properly and kept in a neat
section of the mortuary (in the absence of a refrigerator). The body is washed with
a solution of disinfectant and germicidal solution.
1. The eyes are forced to close using adhesive glues.
2. The mouth is also force to close in order to look lively.
3. The body is dressed with cloth, hand glove, stockings and other applicable clothing
material.
4. Cosmetics and jewelries may also be applied.
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3.3.2 RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
3.3.3 X‐RAY
X‐rays are produced in an x‐ray tube by forcing a beam of high energy electrons onto a
tungstem target.
X‐rays are form of electromagnetic radiation, able to pass through the human body and
produce an image of internal structures. The resulting image is called a “radiograph”, more
commonly known as “x‐ray” or “plain film”.
As a beam of X‐rays pass through the body, some of the rays are absorbed or scattered
producing reduction or attenuation of the beam.
Tissues of high density and or high atomic number causes more x‐ray beam attenuation and are
shown as lighter grey or white on a radiograph. Less dense tissues and structures cause less
attenuation of x‐ray beam and appear darker on radiographs than tissues of high density.

PRINCIPAL DENSITIES
Five (5) principal densities are recognized on plain radiographs, listed here in order of increasing
densities;
I.

Air/ Gas: The colour of this is usually black on a plain radiograph. Examples of where it
could be seen are; lungs, bowel, stomach.
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II.

Fat: The colour is dark grey. Where it can be seen are; subcutaneous tissue layer,
retroperitoneal fat.

III.

Soft tissues/ Water: The colour is light grey. Seen in solid organs, heart, blood Vessels,
Muscles and fluid filled organs such as bladder.

IV.

Bone: The colour is normally off white.

V.

Contrast materials/ Metal: The colour is usually bright white.

PRINCIPLES OF X‐RAYS
When x‐ray radiation is shoot towards an object, the radiation is either totally absorbed by the
object or totally pass through the object to cast shadows on x‐ray detection. This shadows form
the image on the x‐ray detector.
3.4 FLUOROSCOPY
The radiographic examination of the anatomy and motion of the internal structures by a
constant stream x‐rays is known as fluoroscopy.
USES
 Angiography and interventional radiology.
 Contrast studies of the gastrointestinal tracts.
 Guidance of therapeutic joint injections and anthrograms.
 Screening in the theatre:


General surgery eg; operative cholangiography.
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Urology eg; retrograde pyelography.



Orthopaedic surgery eg; joint replacement and fixation of the fractures.

Fluoroscopy units fall into two categories: Image intensifier and flat panel detector (FPD).
An image intensifier is a large vacuum tube that converts x‐rays into light images that are
viewed in real time via a closed circuit television and recorded as required.
Flat panel detector (FPD) fluoroscopy unit consists of an array of millions or tiny detector
elements (DELs). Most of the FPD units work by converting x‐ray energy into light and then to
an electrical signals.
FPD units have several technical advantages over image intensifier systems, including small size,
less image artifacts and reduced radiation effects.
ADVANTAGES OF X‐RAYS
 Readily available in most hospital.
 Less expensive
 Good in detection and diagnoses of the abdominal and chest
DISADVANTAGES OF X‐RAYS
 Can’t be used in obstetric and pediatric
 The X‐ray beam can cause mutation to the body.
3.4.1 CONTRAST MATERIALS
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The ability of conventional radiography and fluoroscopy to display a range of organs and
structures may be enhanced by the use of various contrast materials, known as contrast media.
The most common contrast materials are based on Barium and Iodine. They are high atomic
number materials that strongly absorb x‐rays and therefore seen as dense white on
radiography.
For demonstration of the GIT with fluoroscopy, contrast material may be swallowed or injected
via a nasogastric tube to outline the oesophagus, stomach, and small bowel or may be
introduced via an enema tube to delineate the large bowel.
GIT contrast materials are usually based on barium, which is non‐water soluble.
Occasionally a water soluble contrast material based on Iodine is used for imaging of
GIT, particulary where aspiration or perforation may be encountered.
Iodinated contrast can be injected into veins, arteries, and various body cavities and systems.

PRINCIPLE
X‐ray works by passing beam through the body. Because bones easily block the x‐rays easily,
they show up clearly, but organs and other tissue, like blood vessels, stomach, and the colon do
not block x‐ray so easily. The contrast medium would highlight these specific areas in the body
and help them to be seen in greater detail on x‐ray images.
PROCEDURE
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a. Before the scan: the patient might be asked to fast before the scan. But water
can be taken to prevent dehydration. The patient is given a laxative or enema
the day before the test and asked to follow a liquid diet for 12‐24 hours.
b. During the scan: The patient is asked to remove jewellery, watches, hearing aids,
or other metallic items that might interfere with the x‐ray. The type of test the
patient is going to receive determines the method of introducing the contrast
medium.
 For upper gastrointestinal and small bowel series, barium contrast is
swallowed or injected into the small intestine (enteroclysis).
 For lower gastrointestinal series, a small tube will be inserted gently
into the patient`s rectum and the barium contrast would flow into the
bowel.
 For intravenous pyelography, the contrast is passed intravenously to
the structures of the urinary system.
The radiographer will take random images of the targeted organ using plain
radiography or computed tomography.
NOTE: Contrast is also used in magnetic resonance imaging. The contrast used in MRI is
gadolinium contrast medium.
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PICTURE FROM ASOKORO DISTRCTRICT HOSPITAL, ABUJA.

X‐ray (RADIOLOGY
Image of theDEPARTMENT)
abdomen showing the small intestine with the help of contrast medium
SIGNIFICANCE
a. Contrast medium helps to highlight a specific organ of interest in the body.
b. It helps in diagnoses of tumours, cancer, inflammation, blood vessel rupture etc.
c. It increases the image quality of plain radiograph, CT scan and MRI

3.4.2 ULTRASOUND
An ultrasound scan is a medical test that uses high frequency sound waves to produce cross‐
sectional images of the body. The basic component of the US probe is the piezoelectric crystal.
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It uses no radiation. For this reason, it`s the preferred method for viewing a developing foetus
during pregnancy.
PRINCIPLE
In ultrasonography, the sound waves are generated artificially by means of piezoelectric
crystals. When connected to an alternating current of certain frequency, these crystals vibrate
and thus emit a sound wave of the same frequency, but if they are exposed to sound waves of a
certain frequency, they will produce an alternating current of that frequency.
Excitation of this crystal by electrical signals causes it to emit ultra‐high frequency sound wave;
this is the pierzoelectric effect. Sound waves are reflected back to the crystal by the various
tissues of the body. These reflected sound waves (echo) act on the piezoelectric crystal in the
ultrasound probe to produce an electric signal, again by the piezoelectric effect
An assortment of probes is available for imaging and biopsy guidance of various body cavities
and organs including;


Transvaginal US (TVUS): accurate assessment of gynaecological problems and of early
pregnancy to about 12 weeks of gestation.



Transrectal US (TRUS); guidance of prostate biopsy; staging of rectal cancer.



Endoscopic US (EUS): assessment of the tumours of the upper gastrointestinal tract,
pancreas.
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Transoesophageal achochardiography (TOE): TOE removes the problem of overlying ribs
and lung, which can obscure the heart and aorta when performing conventional
echocardiodigraphy.

PROCEDURE
1. Before an ultrasound scan: Depends on the area or organ that is being imaged.


For abdominal examination, the sonographer may tell the patient to
fast for 8‐12 hours before the ultrasound. This is because undigested
food can block the sound waves, making it difficult for the technician
to get a clear picture.



For examination of the gallbladder, liver, pancreas, or spleen, the
patient may be told to eat a fat free food the evening before the scan
and then to fast until the procedure is carried out. However, the
patient can continue to drink water and take any medication as
instructed



For examination of the urinary system, the patient will be asked to
drink lots of water and to hold his/her urine so that the bladder is full
and better visualised.

2. During an ultrasound scan: The patient changes his/her clothing into a hospital
gown.
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 The patient is told to lie down on a table with a section of his/her
body exposed (the exposed part depends on the location of the organ
that is to be imaged).
 The sonographer will apply the ultrasound jelly to the patient`s skin.
This prevents friction so that the ultrasound transducer can be
rubbed easily on the skin. The ultrasound jelly also helps to transmit
the sound waves.
 The transducer is placed on the skin of the patient and constantly
adjusted to produce images in different direction of the organ that is
been imaged.
 Depending on the area being examined, a patient might need to
change position so that the sonographer can have better access.
3. After an Ultrasound scan: at the end of thescan, the gel will be cleaned off from
the patient`s skin.

PICTURE FROM ASOKORO DISTRICT HOSPITAL, ABUJA
(RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT)
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SIGNIFICANCE
a.

Lack of ionizing radiation, a particular advantage in pregnancy and paediatrics.

b.

Via transvaginal US, it can be used to asses gynaecological problems.

c.

An ultrasound is also a helpful way to guide surgeons` movements during certain
medical procedures, such as biopsies and fine needle aspiration.

d.

Relatively low cost

e.

Portability of the equipment.

DISADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF ULTRASOUND
a. US is highly operator dependent: it relies on the operator to produce and interpret
images at the time of examination.
b. US cannot penetrate gas or bone.
c. Bowel gas can obscure structures deep in the abdomen, such as the pancreas or renal
arteries.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0 CONCLUSION
 This industrial training has really provided me with much practical knowledge of most of
the things I have been taught in the classroom.
 It gave me the opportunity to acquire the basic practical aspect of my discipline which
lecture could not have offered me, and so has made me to feel the reality of my course
of study.
4 .1 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
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During the course of my industrial training, the following were the problems I encountered;
 In the units where I was supposed to work, I was restricted from using some of their
equipment and also restricted from participating in some departments, especially in the
radiology unit.
 The issue of transportation; this really posed a lot of challenges to me during the period
of my Industrial training because in the whole of Abuja, it is only Asokoro District
Hospital that has Histopathology Unit and the location is far from my abode.
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4.1.1 RECOMMENDATION
At the end of my industrial training, the following aspects I wish to recommend for
specific reasons which I believe will add to the success of the industrial training for those
yet to go for their industrial training. They are as follows;
 That the ITF should make it compulsory to all the establishment both
government and private the need of the industrial training to students, and to
accept any student that applied for industrial training in their establishment.
 SIWES management should encourage the ITF official to visit the students at
their pace of attachment during their training and pay them monthly, because
one of the situation that troubled most of us in the course of the training is
transportation fare.
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